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Abstrat

We present a tehnique for remeshing irreg-

ular triangles meshes where the distribution

and alignment an be adapted to the un-

derlying geometry. Following the interative

virtual range sanner approah we overome

aliasing problems by introduing a speial

sampling tehnique. A sampling grid that an

be aligned to the loal features of the mesh is

onstruted interatively in an intuitive way

and without adding reasonable overhead to

the virtual sanning proess.

1 Introdution

Unstrutured triangles meshes an represent

surfaes of arbitrary shape and topology.

That is why they are the most versatile sur-

fae representation in omputer graphis. Tri-

angulated surfaes an be generated from

many di�erent soures ranging from CAD

models that onsist of polygons and NURBS-

pathes to point louds that are obtained

from range sanners.

There are di�erent appliations that re-

quire di�erent properties on the meshes. So

one may use various triangulations of the

same surfae eah of whih is suited for a spe-

i� appliation. As a onsequene there is a

demand for tehniques that onvert or remesh

"bad" meshes to \good" meshes for the pur-

pose of suh appliations.

In this paper we present an interative

remeshing tehnique. Our aim is to gener-

ate highly regular meshes, i.e. most verties

have valene six. The triangles should also be

as \round" or equilateral as possible. Con-

sider an input mesh as the one in �gure 6

(top). The mesh is highly irregular, the ver-

tex valenes mostly di�er from six, and there

are ill shaped triangles. Suh meshes are a

typial output of a deimation algorithm. We

want to onvert this mesh to an almost reg-

ular mesh. While the irregular but ompat

mesh may be preferred for fast rendering, reg-

ular meshes are muh more appropriate e.g.

for simulations using FEM and CFD.

We use an interative approah for remesh-

ing. This allows great exibility and a maxi-

mum of user ontrol over the remeshing pro-

ess. The virtual range sanner approah

from [3℄ has proven to be highly intuitive and

eÆient. E.g. [4, 5℄ desribe hierarhial al-

gorithms for produing meshes with subdi-

vision onnetivity while preserving distint

features. In ontrast our algorithm does not

generate a subdivision onnetivity but an ar-

bitrary mesh. It does not need global infor-

mation (parameterization), and it an be ap-

plied loally to parts of a mesh.

The main ontribution of this paper is a

tehnique for avoiding aliasing artifats in vir-

tual range sans. [3℄ use a regular sampling

grid that allows exploiting the graphis hard-

ware by depth-bu�er sampling. We extend

this work by de�ning a speial sampling grid

that an be aligned to the underlying geom-

etry, espeially to urved feature lines. As

a onsequene we obtain samples that an



be triangulated regularly with greatly sup-

pressed aliasing e�ets. A speial �shbone [8℄

like struture is used for de�ning feature re-

gions in an intuitive way. These \�shbones"

are de�ned by lines of urvature on the sur-

fae if available or they may be onstruted

manually. Only few overhead is added to the

proess of virtual range sanning while high

quality and very regular triangle meshes are

obtained.

The following setion of the paper gives a

brief overview over the virtual range sanner

tehnique. Then we desribe our new ap-

proah of feature sensitive sampling. In the

last setions we present some results and on-

lusions.

2 Virtual range sanning

During a sanning session the input mesh is

rendered in an OpenGL window so that the

user an look at it from arbitrary positions.

The outome of the drawing proess is used to

generate a san that gets sewed into previous

sans afterwards [3℄. Taking one virtual range

san onsists of the following steps:

1. Choosing the viewing (sanning) posi-

tion and diretion by rotating, translat-

ing and zooming the input mesh.

2. Sanning this view, leading to a mesh

that approximates the input mesh as

seen from the urrent position.

3. Masking the new mesh.

4. Merging the new mesh with the mesh de-

rived from previous sans.

2.1 Sanning

When rendering the geometry to be sanned

a depth value z := z(x; y) for eah pixel

(x; y)

>

is automatially stored in the z-bu�er

of the graphis hardware. Therefore we get

the sreen spae oordinates (x; y; z)

>

of the

pixel without any extra omputation. These

oordinates are then unprojeted to world o-

ordinates (x

0

; y

0

; z

0

)

>

by the inverse of the ren-

dering transformations. These are the mod-

elview matrix M, the projetion matrix P

and �nally the window-to-viewport mapping
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Using this tehnique we generate a new ver-

tex for eah pixel that was drawn onto the

sreen. These new verties an now trivially

be triangulated beause of the underlying grid

struture of the frame- and z-bu�er.

With this exible and intuitive interfae

the user an ontrol the size and the align-

ment of the output triangles. Zooming in

on the input mesh results in a �ner sam-

pling. Therefore we get a hardware based

sub-sampling algorithm for free.

If feature lines of the input geometry are

aligned either horizontally or vertially on

the sreen the resulting sanned triangles will

have their edges aligned to these features (f.

�gure 1). While this alignment works per-

fetly for straight feature lines it must fail for

urved ones. This is where our feature based

sampling will help.

2.2 Masking

When remeshing ompliated geometry it is

often useful not to san the whole input

mesh but to restrit the sanning to a er-

tain area. This is done by using an intuitive

\lasso" funtion to selet the region of inter-

est. All new verties falling outside of this



Figure 1: At sharp feature lines, any sampling algorithm tends to generate alias artifats (left)

whih annot be removed by re�ning the sampling density (enter). However, aligning the

sampling grid to the feature improves the visual quality.

user-de�ned area will be disarded. This an

be used for inluding a small high-resolution

path into a oarser mesh. We just take a

oarse san of the whole objet, selet the

region-of-interest and re-san a zoomed ver-

sion of this area (f. �gure 2).

Figure 2: The interative approah provides

an intuitive interfae to loally adapt the

mesh resolution. Here the ear and the eye

have been z-bu�er sanned with a higher den-

sity.

Additionally an automati sampling qual-

ity mask is applied to the remaining verties.

In the overlapping parts of the meshes this

masking ensures that the better sampling of

this area will replae the other one. To hek

this, every new vertex gets projeted onto the

old mesh. If a new vertex hits the old mesh,

its quality is ompared to the quality of the

triangle it projets to, and the better one is

kept.

The quality of a vertex or a triangle is de-

�ned in terms of edge length and the sam-

pling angle. This is a very natural way to

de�ne sampling quality beause the smaller

the sampling angle and the shorter the dis-

tane between sampling points gets, the more

reliable the sampling will be.

The projetion of the new mesh onto the

old one an be quite expensive, sine for every

new vertex the old triangle that lies losest to

it has to be found. This results in a time-

onsuming quadrati searh. The ommon

way to ope with this problem is to use appro-

priate spae partitioning strutures like e.g.

otrees or BSP-trees. If we want to handle

huge input data we have to take are of mem-

ory onsumption. Therefore we again utilize

the graphis hardware to aelerate this pro-

jetion by so-alled ID-rendering. Every tri-

angle in the old mesh is uniquely indexed

by its ID that an be enoded as a RGB-

olor. Using this tehnique we an render up

to 2

redBits+greenBits+blueBits

distinguishable tri-

angles. If this amount is not suÆient we an

inrease it by using the front- and bak-bu�er

or do multi-pass rendering.

The vertex to be projeted is now trans-

formed to sreen oordinates by the graphis

hardware and we an identify the orrespond-



Figure 3: The stithing algorithm �rst inserts the new verties into the old mesh then splits or

ips edges of the old mesh to interpolate the new mesh's boundary edges and �nally removes

the redundant part of the old mesh. Collapsing short edges in the resulting mesh removes

badly shaped triangles (from left to right).

ing triangle be just reading out the RGB-olor

at this pixel of the frame-bu�er. This may

not exatly be the nearest triangle, sine es-

peially near the ontour of the data many

triangles get rendered into a small portion

of the sreen. However the found triangle is

a very good �rst-guess for a loal searh on

the mesh. So we have redued the proje-

tion problem from a quadrati searh to one

rendering step, this orresponds to buket-

sorting.

After this two masking operations only

those pixels remain that lie within the user-

de�ned region-of-interest and pass the quality

test in overlapping regions. To avoid degen-

erated triangles and gaps after the stithing,

we onlude the masking phase by applying

morphologial erosion and speialized dila-

tion operators on the set of remaining pixels

(f. [1℄). This an be done quite eÆiently

sine we still have the pixel-grid parameteri-

zation.

2.3 Stithing

In the �nal step the aquired san has to

be merged with the existing mesh that was

derived by previous sans. This is done by

a slightly modi�ed mesh zippering algorithm

(f. [9℄).

We �rst insert the boundary verties of the

new mesh into the orresponding triangles of

the old mesh. We then insert the boundary

edges of the new mesh by interseting or ip-

ping edges of the old mesh to generate a om-

mon boundary polygon on both meshes. Af-

ter this we remove the part of the old mesh

that is bounded by this polygon and insert

the new mesh. In order to improve the mesh

quality we post-optimize the seam area by

ollapsing and ipping bad edges (f. [2℄).

The whole proess is depited in �gure 3.

3 Feature based sampling

The original virtual range san algorithm in

[3℄ samples the geometry over a regular grid.

This allows the exploitation of the graph-

is hardware by using depth-bu�er sampling.

Aliasing artifats are redued by aligning the

view to feature lines. This works well for

straight features but still produes notieable

alias e�ets in urved feature regions. Mul-

tiple iterations of sequent aligning, masking,



sanning and stithing is not an appropriate

option to ope with aliasing.

We extend this tehnique by introduing an

alternative sampling grid that an be aligned

to urved feature regions and thus suppresses

aliasing. This grid an be set up from stream-

lines following the priniple urvature dire-

tions or ompletely manually. Both ways

only few urves must be provided. The a-

tual grid is onstruted from interpolating be-

tween these urves. In this setion we use the

�shbone metaphor from [8℄ for this onstru-

tion proess.

Aording to needs the user an hoose ei-

ther the standard regular or the alternative

urved grid. The �rst option may be appro-

priate for most parts of the mesh and provides

exellent performane due to hardware sup-

port. In ontrast, our �shbone grid provides

additional exibility in feature regions but a

ray asting sheme will be used for sampling.

3.1 Setting up a sampling grid

Feature regions are seleted, resampled and

triangulated one after another. The stithing

algorithm merges a resampled submesh with

the original mesh replaing \bad" mesh re-

gions. The resulting mesh is the new input

when �xing the next feature region.

Let us assume that we an alulate urva-

ture information in every vertex of the input

mesh, e.g. the method in [7℄ an be used.

Then a ontinuous vetor �eld an be de�ned

on the surfae by using baryentri interpola-

tion on one of the priniple diretions. (We

hoose the diretion towards the maximum

urvature.) We then projet the diretion

�eld to the urrent viewing plane { one dire-

tion per pixel { allowing eÆient streamline

traing in 2D.

This interpolation and projetion step an

be done very elegantly by the underlying ras-

terization engine whih maps the 3D mesh to

the frame bu�er: the vetor valued attributes

an be enoded as RGB olors and assigned to

the mesh verties. Rendering the mesh with-

out any shading then generates a frame-bu�er

pixel matrix whih stores the interpolated val-

ues. Arbitrary preision an be obtained by

appropriate saling and multi-pass rendering.

Finally, a normalization step is done and we

end up with a diretion value in every pixel.

Now feature lines are de�ned to follow the

prinipal diretions. As a onsequene an

ideal sampling grid is spanned by lines of ur-

vature. As mentioned, we an trae these

lines entirely in 2D.

We build this grid in a �shbone fashion by

�rst piking a bakbone and then arranging

the ribs in orthogonal diretion.

To de�ne the bakbone, the user an pik

an arbitrary point in the interior of the ur-

rent segment. Starting at that point we

ompute the bakbone urve by integrating

along the minimum urvature diretion �eld.

On the bakbone urve we distribute samples

with onstant ar-length distane. The or-

thogonal ribs are then omputed by starting

at those samples and integrating along the

maximum urvature diretion. Depending on

the geometry minimum and maximum urva-

ture an be exhanged.

In some ases, however, this simple rib

generation tehnique fails to produe useful

grid lines. Due to noise and the disretiza-

tion of the diretion �eld, neighboring lines

an merge whih destroys the global �sh-

bone struture. In order to avoid this ef-

fet, the user an manually plae a few sam-

ple points on the bakbone from where the

key-ribs are traed along the maximum urva-

ture diretions. Inbetween these key-ribs we

uniformly distribute additional blended ribs.

The blended ribs result from interpolating be-

tween the key-ribs. By properly hoosing the

starting points for the key-ribs, we generate

a high quality set of pseudo-parallel grid lines

(�gure 4) in a few seonds.

Eah grid line is represented by a poly-

gon with onstant edge length h (ar-length

parameterization). To uniquely desribe the

shape of a rib grid line we need the �rst poly-

gon edge E

0

and a sequene of angles �

i

be-

tween suessive edges E

i

and E

i+1

. The om-

plete grid line an then be reonstruted by



Figure 4: Example for the generation of grid

lines. The �sh bone in the top part is de�ned

by the dark streamlines: the bakbone along

the prinipal diretion towards the maximum

urvature and the key-ribs towards the mini-

mum urvature. (The middle key-rib was de-

�ned by a straight line.) The blended ribs

are drawn in a light olor. The bottom part

shows the sampling grid obtained from a �sh-

bone. Here, the bakbone was de�ned by a

streamline towards the maximum urvature

while the key-ribs are lines into the minimum

urvature diretion at the joints to the bak-

bone.

starting with the �rst edge E

0

and adding

more edges E

i+1

with the same length in

the diretion determined by the angles �

i

.

In the grid line representation [E

0

; f�

i

g℄, the

edge E

0

determines the orientation and the

sequene f�

i

g determines the harateristi

shape (�gure 5).

Assume we are given two key-ribs [E

0

; f�

i

g℄

and [F

0

; f�

i

g℄ whih start on the same bak-

bone. Then for every value t 2 [0; 1℄ we

�nd a new starting point on the bakbone

ar between the two key-ribs and the orre-

sponding blended rib is given by [G

0

; f

i

g =

f(1 � t)�

i

+ t �

i

g℄ where the orientation G

0

is given by an weighted average of E

0

and

F

0

and the harateristi shape is a weighted

blend of the two key-ribs. Using this blending

tehnique we an generate very good �shbone

type grid lines by presribing only rather few

key-ribs.
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Figure 5: The blending of strokes is based

on a deomposition into orientation (E

0

,F

0

)

and harateristi shape (f�

i

g,f�

i

g) and on-

trolled by a parameter t 2 [0; 1℄ with the

bakbone urve b loally parameterized as

shown.

After the rib generation, the �shbone stru-

ture is given by a set of polygons with unit

edge length h. The kth vertex p

(l)

k

of the lth

rib R

l

= [G

0

; f

i

g℄ an be omputed by

p

(l)

k

= p

0

+G

0

+ h

k�1

X

i=1

 

os(

P

i

j=1



j

)

sin(

P

i

j=1



j

)

!

;

or

p

(l)

k

= p

0

�G

0

� h

�k�1

X

i=1

 

os(

P

i

j=1



�j

)

sin(

P

i

j=1



�j

)

!

for negative k.

Note that the user must take are that the

blended ribs do not interset, i.e. a minimum

of key-ribs must be spei�ed depending on

the urvature of the bakbone. Interseting

ribs will lead to bak faing triangles that are

ignored in the triangulation step.

In pratie it may be infeasible to stritly

use stream lines towards the minimum (bak-

bone) or the maximum (key-ribs) urvature.

Reasons ould be noise and/or olusion ar-

tifats on the projeted diretion �eld, or a

diretion �eld that does not allow to on-

strut a long bakbone that follows the fea-

ture. Then the bakbone and/or single key-

ribs may be spei�ed manually. This an be

done by drawing urves (e.g. interpolating

spline urves) in 2D. In fat, information from

the frame bu�er may be utilized to make this

step easier and somewhat smarter by using

standard image proessing tehniques like [6℄.



3.2 Sampling

The organization of the rib verties p

(l)

k

to a

sequene of sequenes [[p

(l)

k

℄

k

℄

l

orresponds to

a retilinear matrix type struture where the

verties of one rib form a row [p

(l)

k

℄

k

and the

kth vertex for all ribs [p

(l)

k

℄

l

form a olumn.

We now use this struture for sampling and

triangulation. By asting rays from the eye

point through the rib verties onto the orig-

inal mesh we get high quality samples. An

initial ID-rendering step eÆiently provides a

�rst guess on what triangle will be hit by the

ray. Only an inexpensive loal searh is ne-

essary for �nding intersetions. Alternatively,

advaned data strutures like e.g. a BSP-trees

of the original mesh an be used.

4 Results

Our remeshing method generates regular sub-

meshes that are stithed into the input mesh

replaing irregular regions. For demonstra-

tion we have remeshed two feature regions of

a mesh (�gure 6) where a naive aligning teh-

nique would not help. One learly reognizes

aliasing in the upper left part of the mesh

ompared to the feature sensitive remeshed

upper right part. The remaining at parts

have been remeshed with the standard virtual

range sanning approah. A total of three

sans { two of them feature sensitive { have

been used to reate the bottom mesh.

5 Conlusions

We presented a new method for remeshing ar-

bitrary meshes to highly regular ones. By ex-

tending the interative virtual range sanner

[3℄ approah our new algorithm inherits all

its intuitiveness and exibility while aliasing

problems are redued to a minimum. This

is ahieved by onstruting a sampling grid

that adapts to feature lines on the input mesh

rather than using the standard pixel grid. As

a onsequene our tehnique produes high

quality meshes also for regions with urved

feature lines.

The onstrution of the feature sensitive

sampling grid introdues only low overhead

to the virtual sanning proess. The pre-

sented �shbone approah may take advantage

of urvature information on the input mesh

that indiates feature regions. So grid lines

(key-ribs) are generated automatially. Due

to blending, only a few of these key-ribs are

neessary to de�ne a sampling grid.
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Figure 6: Top: \bad", irregular mesh. Bottom: Two feature regions (in the upper right and

bottom part of the mesh) have been resampled with our feature sensitive method. Notie the

di�erene between naive aligning of a regular grid (upper left orner) to the use of a urved

sampling grid (upper right orner). The remaining at parts have been proessed with standard

virtual range sans.


